KEVADAKRO 2017
International Competition of Acrobatic Gymnastics
DIRECTIVES
TIME AND PLACE

27th -28th of May 2017 at Akrobaatika Kool (Kopli 25A, Tallinn)

ORGANIZER

Akrobaatika Kool www.omatsirkus.ee;
Contact: Kristin Made, +372 59007390, kristin@omatsirkus.ee

TECHNICAL
REGULATIONS

Competitions follow the FIG regulations and requirements approved and applied
in Estonia by the Acrobatics Working Group:
MINI (7-8) born 2007-2010 - A group (Grade 2)
CHILDREN (8-15) born 2002-2009 – B group, A group (Grade 3, Grade 4)
YOUTH (9-16) born 2001-2008 - A group
AGE (11-16) born 2001-2006 - A group
Categories: women pair (WP), men pair (MP), mixed pair (MxP), women trio
(W3), men group (MG)
Each athlete takes part in one discipline and category only.
MINI and CHILDREN competitions will be held under the United Kingdom NDP8
rules for Acrobatic Gymnastics:
http://www.omatsirkus.ee/uploads/5b/6f/5b6fd4ccb2bd61fdb0cdf95b0d23b3
88/NDP8-COMPLETE-FINAL-V1.0-24092013-kevad.pdf
YOUTH and AGE competitions will be held under the FIG rules for Acrobatic
Gymnastics:
http://www.omatsirkus.ee/uploads/04/42/04426e36da0825efc3aeb2619bf5e
942/ACRO-World-Age-Group-Rules-2017-2020.pdf
YOUTH
1 Combined exercise (Difficulty is calculated according to FIG 11-16 Age Group
rules).
Maximum duration of excersise: 2.30.
Pairs: choose 2 balance elements from the Compulsory Elements 11-16 difficulty
tables, each from different row, + 1 optional element from FIG tables or Appendix
4. The optional element can be found from the compulsary tables. Only 2 static
holds of 3" is the minimum requirement in the routine. And 2 dynamic elements
from the Compulsory Elements 11-16 difficulty tables, each from different row,
+ 1 optional element from FIG tables or Appendix 4. The optional element can be
found from the compulsary tables.
*Max difficulty value given for compulsory element (it is possible to perform
more but no credit is given) is 0,5.
**Max difficulty for optional element: 1-8 balance, 1-14 dynamic
Groups: choose 1 pyramid from the Compulsory Elements 11-16 difficulty tables
+ 1 optional pyramid from FIG tables (only 2 static holds of 3’’ are required in the
routine) and 2 dynamic elements from the Compulsory Elements 11-16 difficulty
tables, + 1 optional element from the FIG Tables Of Difficulty or Appendix 4; the
optional pyramid maybe selected from one of the same categories used in the
compulsory elements, but not from the Compulsory Elements Table.
*Max difficulty value given for compulsory element (it is possible to perform
more but no credit is given) is 0,5.
**Max difficulty for optional element: 4-16 balance, 1-14 dynamic (1-10 M4)
Individual: 2 individual elements from the categories of flexibility, balance,
agility + 2 individual elements must be performed from tumbling (it is not
compulsory to perform a somersault).

EQUIPMENT

One main gym floor 'Apollo Diagonal II' blue color, gymnastics mats for warm up.

AWARDING

When at least 5 pairs/groups will compete in category then 1st, 2nd and 3rd place
will receive diplomas and medals. If less than 5 pairs/groups will compete in
category the 1st, 2nd and 3rd place will receive only diplomas.

ENTRY FEE

10€ - per 1 competitor in MINI pairs/groups
15€ - per 1 competitor in CHILDREN and YOUTH pairs/groups
20€ - per 1 competitor in AGE (11-16) pairs/groups
The invoice of the entry fee will be sent after the Nominative Deadline.
Entry fee is not refundable.

JUDGES
Judges nominative deadline

14.05.17

Each delegation has to bring at least one judge per 5 pairs/groups that has a
valid FIG international Brevet 1, 2, 3, 4 category or national category.
55€ penalty fee if no judge is presented.
REGISTRATION
Provisional Entry deadline
Nominative Entry deadline

1.05.17
14.05.17

Registration: kristin@omatsirkus.ee (Late entries - 5€ penalty fee per copetitor)
ACCREDITATION

27th of May 1h before the beginning of the competitions at Akrobaatika Kool
(Kopli 25A, Tallinn)

SCHEDULE

Schedule will be sent aftert the Nominative Entry.

INSURANCE

Organizers do not take any responsibility in case of any accidents at the time of
your staying in Estonia. Therefore, we highly recommend everyone to take care
of insurance policy. First aid is provided.

FINANCIAL CONDITIONS

Each delegation bears the cost of travel, accommodation and meals.

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

Tariffsheets should be sent to kristin@omatsirkus.ee by 15.05.17.
Late tariffsheets – 0,3 penalty.
Musics should be sent to kristin@omatsirkus.ee by 15.05.17.
Tariffsheets and Musics should be identified as followed:
FAMILYNAME-FAMILYNAME_AGE GROUP_CATEGORY_CLUB/COUNTRY
Excample: Richter-Kutman_CHILDREN_WP-AKROBAATIKA KOOL/EST
Nevertheless, for safety reasons, 1 music CD (for each routine) must be given to
the OC upon arrival at accreditation.

